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What we offer








Web Application Development

Elevate your online presence with our expert web application development services. We craft seamless, user-centric solutions tailored to your unique needs. From intuitive interfaces to robust functionalities, trust us to bring your ideas to life and propel your business into the digital forefront.

 View more 
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E-commerce / Shopping Cart

Open the doors to limitless online opportunities with our E-commerce solutions. From secure payment gateways to personalized shopping experiences, we specialize in crafting robust, scalable online stores. Harness the power of our expertise to create an E-commerce platform that converts visitors into loyal customers, boosting your bottom line.

 View more 
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Website Design With CMS

Transform your online space with our website design and CMS capabilities. Our digital artisans blend creativity with functionality, delivering visually stunning websites empowered by user-friendly Content Management Systems. Experience the perfect fusion of aesthetics and control, ensuring your online presence stands out with ease.

 View more 
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Mobile Application (IOS/Android)

Stay ahead in the mobile era with our cutting-edge iOS and Android app development. We transform your concepts into sleek, high-performance mobile applications. Whether it's enhancing user engagement or streamlining business processes, our mobile solutions are designed to captivate audiences and keep your brand at their fingertips.

 View more 
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Why we're simply the #1 Web App Developer in Malaysia?

Where talk is cheap, our work speaks for itself.





19

years of tech experience




+800

projects launched




16

countries served




4

awards & recognition






See our works









Our Clientele

Providing clarity and results to clients big and small!
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Listen to what our clients say about us.
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Shane, Mr.Diy

 "The results are amazing!"










Yong Quan, Cancer Research Malaysia

 "Thank you, UNO, for helping to bring our idea to life!"
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Azreen Don, Sendayutinggi.com

 "Well experienced team with great technical supports and after sales service."
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Aliyas Zakaria, Grab

 "It has been a pleasant experience so far working with UNO."










Syahirah, British Malaysian Chamber of Commerce

 "The CMS made it simple as it's very user friendly."
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Hairunnisa, LATAR Highway

 "The result is just awesome and we are truly satisfied! Thank you."
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Clair Leong, GHL Systems Berhad

 "The CMS built for our companies' websites are user-friendly."










Ee Laine, Hilton KL

 "The services provided by the Uno TO us top-notched, quick and efficient!"
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Sufri Sufian, superiacomics.com

 "Awesome designs, great customer service and timely delivery"


























Accredited and recognised by:
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View our achievements








Our iconic clients
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Let's get in touch and build projects!

Download Company Profile
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 Start a project 









+603-6411 3298 (Main Line), +6011 3922 9377 (WhatsApp)






[email protected]







Locate us







J-3-8, Block J, SOHO KL, Jalan Solaris, Solaris Mont Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Request Free Quote!




Name:*






Email:*






Phone:*






Enquiry Type:*

Corporate Website (from RM15k)
E-Commerce (from RM15k)
Customized Portal (from RM40k)
Apps Development (from RM80k)
Creative Design
Others












Submit




This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply. 










 Our Senior Consultant 
is ONLINE 🟢 
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